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The transition from adolescence to adulthood has been shown to be a time of amplified risk for individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). It is unknown, however, whether problems in educational attainment and employment in the years after high school exit represent momentary perturbations in development or a turning point with long-lasting effects throughout adulthood. The present study addressed this question by examining 10-year trajectories of vocational and educational activities for adults with ASD, as well as the personal characteristics and environmental resources that predicted these activities. Participants were 161 adults with ASD (ages 18–52 years at the start of the study; M = 30.9) who were part of a larger longitudinal study. Data were collected at 6 time points over a 10-year period. Results indicated significant declines in the level of independence and engagement in vocational/educational activities over the study period, particularly for women. Greater independence in vocational activities was found for those with more independence in activities of daily living. After controlling for personal characteristics, receipt of more services was marginally related to greater improvement in vocational independence.
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Because of its pervasive contextual and social role changes, the transition from adolescence to adulthood is one of the most critical of all transitions in the life course (Schulenberg, Sameroff, & Cicchetti, 2004). As youth navigate this stage of life, they encounter increasingly less normatively, institutionally, and culturally imposed structure; this lack of structure can be liberating for some youth but debilitating for others (Schulenberg et al., 2004). For those who struggle during this time, a key developmental question is whether their difficulties reflect a momentary perturbation or a turning point that changes the trajectory of their adult development (Schulenberg et al., 2004).

Youth with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) appear to be particularly affected by the loss of structure when transitioning from adolescence into adulthood. At high school exit, they lose the entitlement to many (and sometimes all) of the federally mandated services that they received while in school. In most cases, youth with ASD enter a world of adult services that is underfunded and plagued by long waiting lists, with a dearth of appropriate opportunities to achieve a maximum level of adult independence (Howlin, Alcock, & Burkin, 2005). Perhaps due, at least in part, to the loss of structure and support, the improvements in autism symptoms, problem behaviors, and the quality of the mother–child relationship that have been shown to occur while youth with ASD are in high school tend to slow down or even stop after high school exit (Taylor & Seltzer, 2010, 2011a). Relative to youth with other disabilities, youth with ASD are more likely to receive no formal services after exiting high school (Shattuck, Wagner, Narendorf, Sterzing, & Hensley, 2011), and half of these youth have no vocational or educational activities in the years immediately following high school exit (Shattuck et al., 2012).

However, researchers have yet to examine whether problematic outcomes observed in the years immediately after high school exit persist, worsen, or improve throughout adulthood. It may be that low rates of employment and engagement, for example, represent momentary perturbations in development (Schulenberg et al., 2004), as individuals with ASD and their families struggle to master the adult service system and identify appropriate educa-
tional and vocational activities. Alternatively, the loss of structure and support at high school exit might represent a turning point that signifies a long-lasting change in the course of adult development. The present study explored this question by examining trajectories of vocational and educational activities over a 10-year period for adults with ASD. If their vocational/educational activities improve over time, then evidence would be provided indicating that difficulties following high school exit are a momentary perturbation. However, if these activities stall or decline over time, then our analyses would provide evidence that the difficulties following high school exit are a more fundamental turning point in development. We also examined the personal characteristics and contextual resources measured at the start of the study that were associated with concurrent vocational and educational activities as well as change in these activities over the study period. Given the prevalence of ASD (1 in 88 children; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012), investigation of how adulthood is negotiated by such individuals is highly significant.

Predictors of Vocational and Educational Activities

Although it is generally accepted that development is a function of both personal and contextual factors (Sameroff, 2000), most research predicting outcomes for adults with ASD has focused only on personal characteristics. This study examined both personal characteristics and contextual resources as predictors of vocational/educational activities among adults with ASD.

Personal Characteristics

The most consistent correlate of adult outcomes in past research is intellectual disability (ID); individuals who have ASD without ID have more independent work and residential arrangements compared to those with ASD and ID (Eaves & Ho, 2008; Farley et al., 2009; Howlin, Goode, Hutton, & Rutter, 2004). However, there is some evidence to suggest that their trajectories may not be as favorable. Specifically, we found that in the years after leaving high school, those with ASD without ID experienced a much more pronounced slowing of improvement in their symptoms and behaviors over time compared to those with ASD and ID (Taylor & Seltzer, 2010).

Indices of behavioral functioning such as autism symptoms, maladaptive behaviors, and functional independence are also related to vocational/educational activities in adulthood. Adults with ASD who have fewer autism symptoms (Eaves & Ho, 2008; Howlin et al., 2004) and maladaptive behaviors (Taylor & Seltzer, 2011b) tend to have better vocational outcomes. Autism symptoms, such as insistence on sameness, difficulty with change in routine, or restricted interests, as well as maladaptive behaviors such as aggression or uncooperative behavior, interfere with day-to-day functioning and thus limit the possible vocational and educational activities available to the adult with ASD. Alternatively, higher levels of functional independence in activities of daily living are related to greater independence in vocational activities for individuals with ASD (Farley et al., 2009; Taylor & Seltzer, 2011b).

We also examined whether the sex of the adult with ASD was related to vocational and educational activities and change in activities over time. Although the inclusion of sex as a possible explanatory factor is nearly ubiquitous in studies of employment in the general population, little research has considered how sex might influence outcomes for adults with ASD. ASD affects 4.5 times as many males as females (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012), and as a result most of our information about ASD has come from samples of males or from samples where there were too few females to separately analyze by sex. Thus, the degree of poor adult outcomes among women with ASD is not well understood. There is some research to suggest, however, that gender stereotypes affect individuals with disabilities, resulting in lowered achievement expectations for women with disabilities relative to men (Powers, Hogensen, Geenen, Powers, & Gil-Kashiwabara, 2008).

Contextual Resources

The effects of context-level factors on the vocational and educational activities of individuals with ASD are far less studied than person-level factors. Family income might play an important role in the vocational and educational opportunities available to adults with ASD. Shattuck and colleagues (2011, 2012) found that, relative to young adults with ASD whose families had higher incomes, those whose families had lower incomes were less likely to receive any formal services and more likely to have no educational or vocational activities in the years after high school exit. Taylor and Seltzer (2010) found that individuals with ASD whose families had lower incomes were more negatively impacted by the transition out of high school relative to those with higher incomes, perhaps because of limited access to appropriate daytime activities. Thus, for the present study, we expected that higher family income would increase the vocational and educational options available to adults with ASD, leading to more positive outcomes.

Although studies have yet to examine the role of formal services in vocational and educational activities of individuals with ASD, research in other populations has suggested that service availability and receipt might also be an important contextual resource. For example, Taylor and Hodapp (2012) found that adults with disabilities who had no vocational/educational activities tended to receive fewer formal services and also had a greater number of unmet service needs. Similarly, Esbensen, Bishop, Seltzer, Uen, and Taylor (2010) found that receipt of a greater number of services was related to more independent outcomes for adults with Down syndrome. In another study, we found that having fewer unmet service needs was related to an attenuation of the negative impact of leaving high school on the mother–child relationship for youth with ASD (Taylor & Seltzer, 2011a). Because the receipt of formal services (such as transportation or job placement services) likely increases opportunities for adults with ASD, we expected that service receipt would impact their vocational and educational activities.

Finally, we hypothesized that the size of parental social support networks would be related to vocational and educational activities of adults with ASD. Although previous research has not examined the role of parental social support in outcomes of these adults, one of the key functions of social relationships is information acquisition (Carstensen, 1992). Parents of individuals with ASD who have larger support networks will potentially have more people to draw upon when gathering information about services and employ-
ment opportunities for their son or daughter, and therefore we expected that their sons and daughters would have better outcomes relative to adults with ASD whose parents were more socially isolated.

The Present Study

The present study examined 10-year trajectories of vocational and educational activities in adults with ASD who averaged 30 years of age at the beginning of the study (range = 18–52 years). Although difficulties in vocational activities are well documented among adults with ASD (Eaves & Ho, 2008; Howlin et al., 2004; Taylor & Seltzer, 2012), most studies have measured outcomes at a single point in time. Longitudinal analyses are needed to reveal the dynamics of vocational/educational activities throughout adulthood and to determine whether risk for low achievement persists or abates over time.

We had three specific aims. First, we examined whether the adults became more independent, stayed the same, or became less independent in their vocational and educational activities over a 10-year period. To do this we estimated the slope of Vocational Index scores (Taylor & Seltzer, 2012). We hypothesized that Vocational Index scores would increase over time, on average, signifying increasing independence, due to improvements in the autism behavioral phenotype over adulthood (Shattuck et al., 2007; Taylor & Seltzer, 2010), as well as increasing family expertise over time in navigating the adult disability service system.

Second, we tested which personal characteristics (ID status, maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, independence in activities of daily living, and sex) and contextual resources (family income, formal services received and needed, and parental social support), measured at the start of the study, independently predicted concurrent Vocational Index scores. We hypothesized that fewer problem behaviors and autism symptoms, greater independence in activities of daily living, and male sex, as well as greater contextual resources (higher income, more services received, fewer unmet service needs, and greater parental support) would be associated with higher concurrent Vocational Index scores.

Our third aim was to examine which personal characteristics and contextual resources predicted change in Vocational Index scores over time. We had two hypotheses associated with this aim: (1) Consistent with our earlier work (Taylor & Seltzer, 2010, 2011a), we expected that adults without ID would have higher Vocational Index scores at the start of the study but that their scores would increase less over time relative to those with ID, resulting in a smaller difference between the groups by the end of the study period, and (2) greater contextual resources would increase opportunities for the adult with ASD over time, as adults with more formal and informal supports might be able to increasingly pursue and maintain more independent vocational placements.

Method

Sample and Procedure

The present analysis used a subsample (n = 161) drawn from our larger longitudinal study of families of adolescents and adults with ASD (N = 406; Seltzer et al., 2011). The criteria for inclusion in the larger study were that the son or daughter with ASD was age 10 or older (age range = 10–52 years at the beginning of the study), had received an ASD diagnosis (autistic disorder, Asperger’s disorder, or pervasive developmental disorder—not otherwise specified) from an educational or health professional, and had a researcher-administered Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised (ADI-R; Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994) profile consistent with the diagnosis. Nearly all of the sample members (94.6%) met the ADI-R lifetime criteria for a diagnosis of autistic disorder. Case-by-case review of the other sample members (5.4%) determined that their ADI-R profile was consistent with their ASD diagnosis (i.e., meeting the cutoffs for reciprocal social interaction and repetitive behaviors for Asperger’s disorder and for reciprocal social interaction and either impaired communication or repetitive behaviors for pervasive developmental disorder—not otherwise specified). Half of the participants lived in Wisconsin (n = 202) and half in Massachusetts (n = 204). We used identical recruitment and data-collection methods at both sites. Families received information about the study through service agencies, schools, and clinics; those who were interested contacted a study coordinator and were subsequently enrolled. Six waves of data have thus far been collected and are available for analysis: four waves collected every 18 months from 1998 to 2003, spanning a 4.5-year period; a fifth wave collected in 2008; and a sixth wave collected in 2010. The amount of time between the first and sixth time point for each person ranged from 9.1 to 11.4 years (M = 10.34, SD = 0.45). At each time point, data were collected from the primary caregiver, who was usually the mother, via in-home interviews that typically lasted 2–3 hr and via self-administered questionnaires.

The present analyses make use of all six waves of data (referred to as Time 1 through Time 6). We included all families whose son or daughter with ASD had exited high school before Time 1 and who had at least one subsequent time point of vocational or educational data. By focusing on this sample, it was possible to examine 10-year change in the vocational and educational activities of adults with ASD. Of a possible 164 sample members who met the above inclusion criteria, there were three who were excluded due to missing data on key variables. This resulted in a final sample of 161 parent–adult child dyads.

The adults with ASD included in this analysis averaged 30.9 years of age (SD = 8.3) at the first time point of the study, with a range from 18.4 to 52.1 years. Approximately three-fourths (72.0%) were male, 80.7% had comorbid ID, and 69.6% were verbal, as indicated by daily functional use of at least three-word phrases. About 40% (40.4%) of the adults were living with the responding parent or another relative at Time 1, with 42.2% living in a community residence, 10.6% living in a semi-independent living arrangement, 3.7% living in a public or private institution or a foster home, and 3.1% living independently.

The parent sample was composed of 155 mothers and six fathers at Time 1. At Time 1, the participating parent in this subsample ranged from 41.4 years to 81.9 years of age (M = 59.9, SD = 9.8). Approximately one-half (47.8%) had attained at least a bachelor’s degree. Two-thirds of parents were married at Time 1 (67.9%), and 95.7% were Caucasian. The median family household income for parents of adults in this sample was between $40,000 and $45,000 in 1998 (at Time 1), which is slightly lower than the median...
income for all family households in the United States in 1998 ($47,469; U.S. Census Bureau, 1999). Further descriptive information about this sample and attrition analyses are presented in the supplemental material.

Measures

**Outcome variable: Vocational and educational activities.** The Vocational Index (Taylor & Seltzer, 2012) was used to classify the vocational and educational activities of the adults with ASD at each time point of the study. A full description of the development of the Vocational Index, including detailed coding decision rules, complete category descriptions, and distribution of scores for the larger sample can be found in Taylor and Seltzer (2012). This classification scheme is composed of nine ordered, mutually exclusive categories; ordering of categories reflects the independence necessary to achieve a vocational/educational activity, as well as whether the adult participated in activities for more than 10 hr a week. Vocational Index scores are as follows: 1 = no vocational/educational activities, 2 = volunteering or nondegree seeking education only, 3 = sheltered vocational setting (e.g., sheltered workshop or adult day center) for 10 hours a week or less, 4 = sheltered vocational setting greater than 10 hours a week, 5 = sheltered vocational setting and employment in the community, 6 = supported employment in the community for 10 hours a week or less, 7 = supported employment in the community for greater than 10 hours a week, 8 = degree-seeking educational program or employment in the community without supports for a total of 10 hours a week or less, 9 = degree-seeking educational program or employment in the community without supports greater than 10 hours a week. Interrater reliability was excellent at 94% (Cronbach’s α = .92; Taylor & Seltzer, 2012).

**Time-varying, within-subject independent variables.**

**Maladaptive behaviors.** Parents completed the Behavior Problems subscale of the Scales of Independent Behaviors–Revised (Bruininks, Woodcock, Weatherman, & Hill, 1996) at each of the six times of measurement. This subscale measures maladaptive behaviors, grouped in three domains (Bruininks et al., 1996): internalized behaviors (hurtful to self, unusual or repetitive habits, withdrawal or inattentive behavior), externalized behaviors (hurtful to others, destructive to property, disruptive behavior), and asocial behaviors (socially offensive behavior, uncooperative behavior). Parents who indicated that their son or daughter displayed a given behavior problem during the past 6 months then rated the frequency (1 = less than once a month to 5 = 1 or more times/hour) and the severity (1 = not serious to 5 = extremely serious) of the behavior. The ratings are translated via standardized algorithms into an overall maladaptive behaviors score. Higher scores indicate more severe maladaptive behaviors. Reliability and validity of this measure have been established by Bruininks et al. (1996).

**Autism symptoms.** We measured the number of current autism symptoms at each of the six time points using the ADI-R (Lord et al., 1994). Thirty-three items from the diagnostic algorithm appropriate for adolescents and adults were completed by parents in interviews. Ratings of current functioning were made at each time of measurement by interviewers who had participated in an approved ADI-R training program. Interrater agreement between the interviewers and two supervising psychologists experienced in the diagnosis of autism and in the use of the ADI-R averaged 89% at Time 1, and the average Kappa was .81. Past research has demonstrated the test–retest reliability, diagnostic validity, convergent validity, and specificity and sensitivity of the items used in the ADI-R diagnostic algorithm (Hill et al., 2001; Lord et al., 1997). Each ADI-R item was scored on the following scale: 0 = no abnormality, 1 = possible abnormality, 2 = definite autistic-type abnormality, 3 = severe autistic-type abnormality.

We recoded each ADI-R item to reflect either no impairment (coded 0, corresponding to an ADI-R code of 0) or some degree of impairment (coded 1, corresponding to an ADI-R code of 1, 2, or 3). This coding strategy has been used previously (Fecteau, Mottron, Berthiaume, & Burack, 2003; Lounds, Seltzer, Greenberg, & Shattuck, 2007; Seltzer et al., 2003; Shattuck et al., 2007; Taylor & Seltzer, 2010) and is a conservative approach that allowed us to capture the number of clinically significant autism symptoms (instead of the degree of ASD-related abnormality, which is how ADI-R scores are used in the clinical setting).

In the present analyses we used an overall number of autism symptoms, consisting of items related to restricted repetitive behaviors and interests, reciprocal social interaction impairments, and nonverbal communication impairments (verbal communication impairment items were not included in our overall score, as some of the participants were nonverbal). The overall score was created by summing the number of items on which an individual was symptomatic, with higher scores indicating more autism symptoms.

**Residential status.** At each time point, parents indicated where their adult son or daughter lived (0 = co-residing with responding parent, 1 = living away from the family home).

**Between-subjects independent variables: Personal characteristics.**

**Intellectual disability.** Comorbid intellectual disability status (0 = no intellectual disability, 1 = intellectual disability) was determined using a variety of sources. Standardized IQ was obtained by having participants complete the Wide Range Intelligence Test (WRIT; Glutting, Adams, & Sheslow, 2000). The WRIT is a brief measure with strong psychometric properties and both verbal and nonverbal sections. Adaptive behavior was assessed by having parents complete the Vineland Screener (Sparrow, Carter, & Cicchetti, 1993). The 45-item screener measures daily living skills in the individual with ASD and correlates well with the full-scale Vineland score (r = .87 to .98). It has high interrater reliability (r = .98) and good external validity (Sparrow et al., 1993). Using well-established diagnostic guidelines (Luckasson et al., 2002), individuals with standard scores of 70 or below on both IQ and adaptive behavior measures were classified as having ID. When the individual with ASD scored above 70 on either measure or when either of the measures for the person was missing, a review of medical and psychological records by three psychologists, combined with a clinical consensus procedure, was used to determine ID. Although dichotomizing individuals with ASD into ID/no ID groups based on IQ and adaptive behavior reduces variability, it is standard practice among clinicians and researchers, with clinically meaningful distinctions for families.

**Maladaptive behaviors and autism symptoms.** See above.

**Independence in activities of daily living.** Activities of daily living were measured at Time 1 using the Waismann Activities of Daily Living Scale (Maenner et al., 2013). Parents rated their son
or daughter’s level of independence on 17 items measuring personal care, housekeeping, and meal-related activities. Each item was rated on a 3-point scale of independence (0 = does not perform the task at all, 1 = performs the task with help, 2 = performs the task independently), and items were summed. Higher scores indicate greater independence. High levels of reliability and validity have been established (Maenner et al., 2013).

**Between-subjects independent variables: Contextual resources.**

**Family income.** At Time 1, parents were also asked about their family’s income in the previous year, coded from 1 = less than $5,000 to 13 = over $70,000.

**Services: Number received and unmet service needs.** At Time 1, parents reported on the availability of 12 services: physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech and language therapy, psychological or psychiatric services, crisis/intervention services, personal care assistance, agency sponsored recreational or social activities, transportation services, income support, medical assistance, respite services, and other family supports. Parents rated whether each service was received and, if not, whether that service was needed. The sum of services received was calculated as our measure of number of services. The sum of services needed but not received by the son or daughter was calculated as our measure of unmet service needs (possible range from 0 to 12 for each).

**Parental support network.** The size of parents’ social support network at Time 1 was measured by a modified version of the “convoy model” (Antonucci & Akiyama, 1987). Responding parents were asked to list up to 10 persons in their network who were important to them. A count of the number of people who were listed was used to indicate the size of the support network, which ranged from 1 to 10 in this sample ($M = 7.13$, $SD = 2.49$).

### Data Analysis

Multilevel modeling, using the Hierarchical Linear Modeling program (HLM; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002), was the primary method of data analysis used to examine change in Vocational Index scores over time. Multilevel modeling has several advantages over more traditional ways to study change; one advantage that is especially salient for longitudinal research is its ability to flexibly handle missing data. As long as one occasion of measurement is available, the case can be used in the estimation of effects. However, individuals who have more data points yield more reliable estimates, which are weighted more heavily in the group mean estimates than those for individuals who have fewer time points (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987; Francis, Fletcher, Stuebing, Davidson, & Thompson, 1991). The use of all available time points for participants reduces bias (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Singer & Willett, 2003).

In order to address the first research aim, examining the average 10-year change in Vocational Index scores, an unconditional growth model was estimated that included only the amount of time that had passed since the start of the study. The initial time point of the study was chosen as the intercept, and the time variable was calculated by taking the average amount of years between each of the data collection points (Time 1 = 0, Time 2 = 1.70, Time 3 = 3.32, Time 4 = 4.87, Time 5 = 8.67, Time 6 = 10.34). The model resulted in an estimate of the average Vocational Index score at Time 1 and an estimate of the slope reflecting rate of change in Vocational Index scores between Time 1 and Time 6 (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).

After determining the slope, the model was re-estimated, controlling for within-subject, time-varying covariates. With six data points, the multilevel model was able to support three time-varying covariates in addition to the study time variable (Singer & Willett, 2003). After careful consideration, we chose to include the time-varying covariates that are most likely to account for change in Vocational Index scores. Because more severe maladaptive behaviors and autism symptoms have been shown to relate to less independent vocational activities for adults with ASD (Taylor & Seltzer, 2011b) as well as a host of other outcomes (Baker, Smith, Greenberg, Seltzer, & Taylor, 2011; Hollway & Aman, 2011; Lounds et al., 2007), and because maladaptive behaviors and autism symptoms tend to improve over adulthood (Shattuck et al., 2007; Taylor & Seltzer, 2010), we hypothesized that change in Vocational Index scores over time might be accounted for at least in part by changes in behaviors and/or symptoms, and thus these were treated as time-varying covariates. We included residual status as an additional time-varying covariate because change in residential status can affect opportunities for work (e.g., common agencies often provide both residential and vocational services) and because adults with ASD were increasingly likely to be living out of the parental home over time (analyses available from first author). By controlling for change in residential status over the study period, we were able to determine whether changes in Vocational Index scores could be explained by moving out of the parental home. It should be noted that we were unable to consider independence in activities of daily living as a time-varying covariate, even though it is related to vocational activities and tends to change over adulthood (Smith, Maenner, & Seltzer, 2012; Taylor & Seltzer, 2011b), as it was not measured at all six time points of the study.

The model that included these three time-varying covariates was a better fit to the data than the model without them, $\chi^2(12) = 273.23$, $p < .001$, and thus they were retained in the model for Aims 2 and 3. We chose to treat maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, and residential status as random (vs. fixed) effects, as the model allowing these variables to vary randomly was a better fit to the data than the model treating them as fixed effects, $\chi^2(12) = 35.02$, $p < .01$ (Singer & Willett, 2003).

The second and third research aims addressed whether Time 1 Vocational Index scores (Aim 2) and changes in Vocational Index scores over time (Aim 3) depended on personal characteristics and contextual resources measured at Time 1. To test these aims, a growth model was again run, with the following between-subjects (Level 2) independent variables included as predictors of intercept and slope: ID/no ID, maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, independence in activities of daily living, sex, family income, number of services received, unmet service needs, and size of parental support network. Maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, and residential status at each time point were included in the models, as well as Time 1 age and residential placement. All between-subjects predictors were grand mean centered, and time-varying variables (maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, residential status) were centered at each individual’s Time 1 score (Singer & Willett, 2003).
Results

Aim 1: Examining Average Change in Vocational Index Scores

Results from the unconditional growth models examining change in Vocational Index scores, both before and after the addition of the within-subject, time-varying variables, are presented in Table 1. The intercept estimate of 4.64 suggests that the average vocational placement at the start of the study was between a sheltered setting without community employment (a score of 4 on the Vocational Index) and a sheltered setting with community employment (a score of 5 on the Vocational Index). On average, Vocational Index scores were significantly declining (i.e., adults had vocational placements that were less independent or they had fewer hours of employment) over the study period, which was counter to our hypothesis.

The addition of the three within-subjects, time-varying predictors—maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, and residential status—is also shown in Table 1. The inclusion of these three predictors did not alter the pattern of results (i.e., average Vocational Index scores continued to significantly decline over time even after accounting for concurrent changes in maladaptive behaviors, autism symptoms, or moving out of the parental home).

Aim 2: Personal Characteristics and Contextual Resources That Predicted Intercept of Vocational Index Scores

In the next multilevel model (presented in Table 2), the effects of Time 1 between-subjects covariates on the intercept and slope of Vocational Index scores were tested.

Somewhat consistent with our hypothesis, two of the personal characteristics of the adults with ASD—a diagnosis of ID and independence in activities of daily living—predicted concurrent Vocational Index scores. Adults with ASD and ID on average had Vocational Index scores that were 1.51 points lower at the start of the study than those of adults with ASD without ID. The magnitude of this effect can be interpreted in comparison with the residual variability of the intercept. Specifically, not having ID (relative to having ID) corresponded to a .91 standard deviation increase in intercept of Vocational Index scores. Vocational Index scores were higher for those who had higher levels of independence in daily living. A .26 standard deviation increase in activities of daily living corresponded to a .26 standard deviation increase in the intercept of Vocational Index scores. Counter to our hypothesis, contextual resources (family income, services received and needed, parental support network) did not independently predict intercept of Vocational Index scores.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Before time-varying predictors Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>After time-varying predictors Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (random)</td>
<td>4.64**</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.62**</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time 1 score (random)</td>
<td>-0.04*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.04*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive behaviors (random)</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism symptoms (random)</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p > .05.  **p < .01.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time 1 independent variable Coefficient</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept (random)</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual disability</td>
<td>-1.51**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladaptive behaviors</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism symptoms</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence in activities of daily living</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (1 = women)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of services received</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unmet service needs</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number in parent’s support network</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives outside of parental home</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slope (random) | -0.04*| 0.02

Intellectual disability | 0.04| 0.05
Maladaptive behaviors | -0.00| 0.00
Autism symptoms       | -0.01| 0.00
Independence in activities of daily living | -0.10*| 0.00
Family income         | -0.00| 0.01
Number of services received | 0.01| 0.01
Number of unmet service needs | 0.01| 0.01
Number in parent’s support network | -0.00| 0.01
Age                    | 0.00| 0.00
Lives outside of parental home | -0.01| 0.03

Time-varying predictors Maladaptive behaviors (random slope) | -0.02*| 0.01
Autism symptoms (random slope) | -0.01| 0.02
Lives outside parental home (random slope) | -0.20| 0.42

*p < .10.  *p > .05.  **p < .01.

The model presented in Table 2 also allowed us to test whether changes over time in Vocational Index scores depended on the personal characteristics and contextual resources of the adults with ASD. The only variable that significantly predicted change in Vocational Index scores over time was sex (see Table 2). Figure 1 depicts the estimates of change in Vocational Index scores for men versus women, resulting from the multilevel models presented in Table 2. Men with ASD had Vocational Index scores that declined...
Discussion

Aim 1: Average Change in Vocational Index Scores

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first prospective study to examine the longitudinal course of vocational and educational activities for adults with ASD. Our results are cause for concern. Improvement in vocational activities for adults with ASD was relatively rare. Less than one-fourth of adults were improving to any degree, and less than 5% had improvements deemed to be substantial (at least one category on the Vocational Index over the study period; see the supplemental materials). Nearly three times that number (13.3%) had scores that substantially declined. These findings stand in stark contrast to the well-established pattern of employment mobility for typically developing adults at this stage of the life span, who tend to improve their occupational positions as they grow older (Light, 2005; Mare, Winship, & Kubitschek, 1984; Sewell & Hauser, 1975). The overwhelming lack of improvement in vocational and educational activities over adulthood suggests that patterns of difficulties immediately after high school exit for those with ASD (Shattuck et al., 2012; Taylor & Seltzer, 2010, 2011a, 2011b) are not unique to the “transition years.” In other words, poor outcomes at high school exit are not a momentary perturbation in development but are maintained or perhaps exacerbated throughout adulthood.

Aim 2: Predictors of Intercept of Vocational Index Scores

Whether the adult with ASD had a diagnosis of ID was an important predictor of vocational/educational activities. Although we expected a smaller differential between those with and without ID over time, which should be reflected by differences in slope, we did not find significant effects of ID on the slope of Vocational Index scores.

Consistent with our hypotheses, greater independence in activities of daily living was associated with more independent vocational and educational activities. Although our earlier work found that activities of daily living, autism symptoms, and maladaptive behaviors were all separately related to vocational independence (Taylor & Seltzer, 2011b), when incorporating the behavioral indices into one model, activities of daily living emerged as an independent correlate of vocational independence. This is particularly important because the most common predictors of positive outcomes for adults with ASD—better early language and not having a comorbid ID diagnosis (Eaves & Ho, 2008; Farley et al., 2009; Howlin et al., 2004)—are not malleable in adulthood. However, independence in activities of daily living can be changed, and it was associated with vocational activities after controlling for ID in our analyses.

Because the conceptual model motivating this study was focused on vocational/educational activities as the dependent variable, we cannot speak to the directionality of the relation between activities of daily living and vocational independence. It might be that having fewer daily living skills sets an adult with ASD on a path of limited vocational options that is compounded over time. Alternatively, it may be that adults who are in unstimulating work environments lose daily living skills and have behaviors that worsen over time. Additional research using other conceptual and analytic models (e.g., cross-lag models) is needed to tease apart the direction of effects between the key variables in the present analysis.

Aim 3: Predictors of Change in Vocational Index Scores

Relative to men, declines were particularly pronounced for women with ASD. The average woman’s decline in Vocational Index scores was over 15 times greater than that of the average man’s decline, resulting in sex differences that became greater over the course of the study. Although this is the first study to examine sex differences in vocational activities for adults with ASD, the observed pattern is somewhat consistent with our hypotheses. These differences also mimic patterns found in the general population, in which women’s occupational positions im-
prove less over adulthood relative to those of men (Hauser, Sheridan, & Warren, 1998; Light, 2005). However, the present findings diverge from those in typically developing adults in an important way. It is not that women with ASD were improving less than men; instead, women’s vocational and educational outcomes were actually getting worse over time. Further, the magnitude of this decline is especially concerning, as the average woman declined an entire point on the Vocational Index’s 9-point scale.

The 1-point difference between categories in our Vocational Index belies the large effect that losing ground in vocational activities has on adults with ASD and their families. For example, moving from a supported job in the community for greater than 10 hr a week (most often about 20–25 hr) to working at a job for fewer than 10 hr a week (which results in a 1-point decline on our scale) often means that families become responsible for finding and coordinating activities to replace the lost hours at work or having their adult child be idle for even more hours a week. Further, losing a supported job in the community and entering a segregated, sheltered work arrangement can be a significant blow for adults with ASD and their families and the extent to which they have meaningful engagement with the broader society. Thus, our finding of an average 1-point decline for women with ASD is clinically significant in addition to being statistically significant.

There are a number of possible reasons why women with ASD might experience greater declines in vocational and educational activities throughout adulthood. First, it may be that the women were more impaired than the men, thereby placing them on a different vocational trajectory. However, follow-up analyses (found in the supplemental materials) suggested that this was not the case, with overwhelming similarities between women and men. Second, it may be that gender stereotypes lead to lowered societal or familial achievement expectations for women with ASD relative to men. One study found that adolescent girls receiving special education services, relative to their male peers, were about twice as likely to report that people expected less of them because of their gender or their disability, their parents were more likely to discourage them from activities due to safety concerns, and they were less likely to have worked for pay while in high school (Powers et al., 2008). Differences such as these could lead to limited vocational opportunities for women with ASD relative to men in adulthood.

Third, there might be other differences between women and men with ASD that were not included in our analyses. One promising explanation might be greater risk for comorbid psychiatric disorders in women with ASD. Specifically, anxiety and affective disorders are the most common comorbid psychiatric disorders in adults with ASD (Eaves & Ho, 2008; Hofvander et al., 2009; Howlin, 2000), and these are more common in females than males in the general population (Kessler et al., 1994). It may be that women with ASD are at exceptionally high risk for anxiety and depression, given the gender pattern in the general population and the higher base rate in ASD samples. There is some research to support the hypothesis of greater psychopathology in females with ASD relative to males (Hofvander et al., 2009; Solomon, Miller, Taylor, Hinshaw, & Carter, 2012); however, other studies have failed to find gender differences (Lugnegård, Hallerbäck, & Gillberg, 2011; Tsakamikos, Underwood, Kravariti, Bouras, & McCarthy, 2011). Discrepancies between studies likely demonstrate the complexities of exploring this hypothesis further, as psychiatric symptoms can be difficult to distinguish from aspects of ASD and might be particularly likely to go unidentified among adults with ASD and comorbid ID. The next step in this line of research is to more thoroughly examine gender differences among adults with ASD, with a focus on uncovering mechanisms that might be responsible for greater decline in vocational and educational activities for women relative to men. Research should also examine whether being female becomes more of a risk factor the further one progresses through adulthood—our analyses suggest that this could be the case.

Contrary to our hypothesis, indicators of contextual resources (family income, services, maternal social support) did not independently predict change in Vocational Index scores over time, although there was a trend for receiving a greater number of services to predict improving outcomes. Given the strong relations between individual characteristics (particularly ID, but also independence in activities of daily living) and vocational/educational activities, as well as the moderate but consistent correlations between individual characteristics and receipt of formal services (see Table 3 in the supplemental materials), only a small amount of additional variance in the outcome variable was left to be accounted for by contextual resources (net of individual characteristics). Yet, even with this restricted variance, there was marginal evidence for greater number of services to be related to improving vocational/educational activities over time. Further, the high degree of formal service system engagement in this sample might help explain the lack of significant relations between family income or social connectedness and vocational/educational activities. Only 2.5% of this sample reported receiving no formal services (see Table 1 in the supplemental materials). Perhaps income or maternal support might emerge as stronger predictors of outcome in a sample that is more disengaged from the adult service system (with families potentially shouldering a greater burden of funding services).

General Discussion

Overall, our findings suggest that personal characteristics of adults with ASD are important factors that predict their vocational and educational activities throughout adulthood.

It is important to note, however, that there are likely many other factors that could account for the lack of improvement overall in vocational and educational activities for adults with ASD. Although it was not modeled empirically in our study, when examining the case studies for those whose vocational activities improved over time, it appeared that improvements were often related to fierce and prolonged advocacy on the part of parents to procure and maintain better vocational activities for their son or daughter with ASD. As parents age, they might advocate less effectively, which could account for the lack of improvement in vocational activities. Future work should focus on the role of parental advocacy and identify effective advocacy strategies used by parents of youth and adults with ASD. Further, declines in public funding over the course of the study (particularly in Medicaid; Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2011) might have limited the vocational activities of adults with ASD, thereby constraining improvement.

As with any study, there are limitations that are worth noting. This is not a nationally representative sample. Thus, findings from
CHANCE IN VOCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

This study may not generalize to other samples with different clinical characteristics or from states that provide varying amounts of government-funded services. Further, this sample of adolescents and adults ranged from 18 to 52 years of age at the start of the study. Although this wide age range can be considered a strength, many of the adults were diagnosed with an ASD before the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) widened the autism diagnostic criteria. Further, many of this older cohort may not have benefitted from the early intervention services available to families of young children with ASD today. Thus, it is unclear to what extent findings from this cohort will generalize to subsequent cohorts. Third, although there were almost no differences between families who remained in the study and those who were lost to attrition, it is important to note that there was significant attrition in our sample over the 10-year study period (see the supplemental materials). Given this attrition, our decision to use longitudinal models that allowed for the inclusion of all participants was critical. Finally, due to the fact that we did not administer all measures at all time points of the study, we were unable to control for change over time in some variables that could account for change in vocational activities, such as independence in activities in daily living or number of formal services received.

These limitations are offset by a number of strengths. This is the first longitudinal study to examine vocational and educational activities over a 10-year period for adults with ASD, allowing us to prospectively examine their course over adulthood. Although there are limits to its generalizability, our sample was relatively large and recruited from the community, making our findings more generalizable than those of many other studies of individuals with ASD. Finally, this is the first empirical study to provide longitudinal evidence that poor vocational and educational outcomes in the years immediately after high school exit persist throughout adulthood, with women with ASD losing ground over time. Future research should continue to examine the malleable factors that promote positive vocational outcomes for adults with ASD.
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